
To maintain complete compatibility with both Apple environments (MFS and HFS) and

release - MacForth Plus. MacForth Plus combines previous levels 1, 2, and 3 into one

comprehensive manual and combined glossary. New features include: increased performance,

multi-tasking, and text file editing. A fUrther description follows.

Creating stand-alone applications

MacForth Levels 1, 2, and 3 are combined into one level, and is called kernel 3.5 or

MacForth Plus. The turnkey compiler has been "built-in" so that users of MacForth Plus
.

The original 128K Macintosh was not well suited for resident development. We optimized

memory and delivered a 32-bit, completely relocatable system within the performance and

memory allocation envelope of a traditional 16-bit Forth implementation. To provide the

user with approximately 8-lOK of additional space in the application heap, roughly 50%
of the performance of the initial MacForth 128K system was sacrificed.

Newer Macintoshes have more memory allowing MacForth Plus roughly twice the

performance of the previously released systems. The same memory allocation strategy

has been used in our Amiga, Atari ST, and OS-9 implementations of Multi-Forth™, providing

a high level of compatibility.

We have moved in the direction of standard text files, though the blocks editor will be

available for those who prefer blocks. We provide a MacForth multi-window text editor

(similar to MDS Edit) that intercepts and highlights compile errors, but any text editor will

work fine. Switcher support is provided if other editors are preferred.

Multi-tasking

Multi-tasking represents an elegant way to solve a certain class of problems on a computer.

With the additional memory of the newer Macintoshes, as well as the increased processor

speed of the 68020 Macintoshes coming soon, multi-tasking becomes a much more attractive

feature than it was on the original 128K Macintosh. We have had the "hooks" in for

multi-tasking from the beginning (grandfathered in from Multi-Forth), and several enterprisin

programmers have actually used it in their applications.

Documentation

The new MacForth Plus manual combines the information (particularly the glossaries) of

Levels 1, 2, and 3, as well as in-depth discussion ofnew features, into a single manual.

Support

We will continue our high level of support. Older versions of MacForth have proven to

be an effective tool for applications targeted for 128K Macintoshes and will continue to be

supported.

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
4701 Randolph Road, Suite 12, Rockville, Maryland 20852

(301)984-0262
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